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Abstract In the computer vision area, many algorithm use graph-based approaches to solve
some problems. Conventionally, given an image, we can treat each pixel as node and the
connection between pixels as nodes. By this manner, we can simply transform the problems
about images as graph-based problems.

However, we can apply similar strategy to over-segmented images. In this paper, we present
new method to generate graphs from the over-segmented images. In the generated graph, the
edges mean the groups of edge pixels which is connected and have same adjacent segments. And,
the nodes mean the junction between the edges. This graph have many advantage because it has
smaller size than conventional graph generate from raw images. Moreover, because proposed
graph preserve every possible way to utilize over-segmented result, it is possible to transform
over-segmentation based strategy to graph-based approaches.

1 Introduction

In computer vision area, there are many approaches
to treat an image as an graph to solve some prob-
lems. To transform image-based problem as an
graph-based problem, we can treat each pixel as
node and the connection between pixels as nodes.
By this manner, it is possible to apply many graph-
based algorithms for image processing and com-
puter vision area. In [11, 7], they treat an image
as an graph and they apply graph-based approach
to solve the segmentation problem.

However, we can apply similar strategy for over-
segmented images if we can transform the over-
segmented images to graphs. That is, we can
transform the over-segmentation based approach as
graph-based approach by generating a graph from
an over-segmented image.

Over-segmentation means the method which di-
vides an image into multiple homogeneous regions.
In the over-segmentation result, it can be assumed
that each segment has similar texture or color infor-
mation. Over-segmentation technique is very useful
because it can reduce the computational complex-
ity. Moreover, using the over-segmentation result,
we can utilize the rich information such as texture,
boundary shape, and color of the segments. In
the recent years, many researches make excellent
results by combining this over-segmentation tech-

nique [6, 3, 8].
However, if we can generated the graph from

over-segmentation result, many graph-based algo-
rithm can be applicable. At first, similar to ordi-
nary edge detector, we can extract an edge map
from an over-segmented image by extracting the
pixels between two segments because there exist
high discontinuity. Then, in our generated graph,
an edge is defined by an group of the edge pixels
which are connected and have same adjacent seg-
ments. Thus, in the generated graph, an edge in-
cludes the pixels which separate adjacent segments.
The nodes mean the junction among more than two
edges.

This graph have several useful properties. First,
it has smaller size compared to the graph gener-
ated from the raw image. Secondly, the problem
about this graph is equivalent to the problem of the
over-segmented image. Because we define the graph
edges by the groups of edge pixels which have same
adjacent segments, an edge can be the unit group
for the separation between adjacent segments. So,
we can apply our proposed graph for region detec-
tion or foreground extraction approaches by finding
pathes or cycles in the graph.

This paper is structured as follows. In section 2,
we describe in detail how we generate graph from
over-segmented image. The experimental results
are explained in section s3, and the conclusion is
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given in section 4.

2 Graph Generation Algorithm

In this section, we propose graph generation
method from an over-segmentation result. To gen-
erate a graph, we have to define nodes and edges
from over-segmented image. In 2.2, we address the
node definition, and in 2.3 we address the edge def-
inition.

2.1 Over-segmentation and Refinement

At first, we divide an image into homogeneous re-
gions using over-segmentation algorithm. Any over-
segmentation algorithm can be used. According to
our experience, the segmentation method of Felzen-
szwalb and Huttenlocher [7] is very fast but there
exist a lot of small pieces of segments around edge
regions which makes graph generation difficult. The
normalize cut [11] makes relatively clean and sim-
ple over-segmentation results as an example shown
in Fig. 1 (b). But, it takes a lot of processing time.
In our experiment, we use the pyramid segmenta-
tion algorithm in the open source computer vision
library [1]. This algorithm makes quite reasonable
results with little processing time. Moreover, the
boundary parts between between two segments are
clear compared to [7]. The result is shown in the
Fig. 1 (e).

Before generating the graph from over-segmented
image, refinement is required for easier node and
edge extraction step. The refinement is composed
of two step. At first, we remove thin regions which
have sing-pixel width. Then, we remove the isolated

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 1: (a) input image (b) over-segmentation result
using Normalized Cut [11] (c) input image (d)over-
segmentation result using pyramid segmentation in
OpenCV [1]

Fig. 2: Refinement result from Fig. 1 (d)

segments which are enclosed by a segment. So, iso-
lated segments is merged with adjacent segments.
The final over-segment result is shown in Fig. 2.

2.2 Node extraction

When we think the boundaries among segments as
edge pixels, the junction points can be thought as
nodes because there are several path at those points.
In our work, we define a node point as the position
at which more than tree segments meet.

To extract node points from an over-segmented
image, we search the segment boundary pixels using
2 by 2 windows. Thus, only two kind of node can
be exist show 3 (a). This approach makes it easy
to extract the edge which connect two nodes which
is explained in next section. The node extraction
result is shown in Fig. 4.

(a) (b)

Fig. 3: (a) nodes searched by 2x2 window (b) node
examples

2.3 Edge extraction

In this section, the method to extract an edge of the
graph, which is a group of edge pixel, between two
end nodes is explained. Among all the edge pixels
which located between segments, we try to group
the pixels which connect two end nodes.

However,if we just follow the connected edge pix-
els from a node, it could fail as shown in Fig. 5 (b).
In Fig. 5, the node A is defined by segment a,b,c ,
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Fig. 4: Node extraction result from Fig. 2

and node B is defined by segment a,b,d. The de-
sired group of edge pixels which connect node a and
b is path 2. However, when we following the any
connected neighborhood without considering, there
could be wrong following like path 1 in Fig. 5 (b).

To avoid this kind of failures, we have to deter-
mine which connected neighborhood should be fol-
lowed. Thus, to solve this, we consider the adjacent
segments.

At first, we give a label for each edge pixel and
nodes. we define the edge pixel label using adjacent
segment pair. For example, in 5, the pixels between
segment a,b has label (a,b) and the pixels between
segment b,c has label (b,c). Intuitively, same label
of pixels should be included in same group.

We also give the label for each node using the
set of connected edge labels. For example, node a
has a label like { (a,b), (b,c), (c,a) }, which also
means that the node is the junction point of three
edge group which have labels as (a,b),(b,c),(c,a).
Thus, we can think theorem 1 like follows.

Theorem1 When we think an connected edge
pixels which have label α and started from from
the node {α, β, γ}, we can reach and only reach
another end node which also has the label α as an
element.

Theorem1 is obvious because the reached node
should include the same label of followed edge

(a) (b)

Fig. 5: (a) magnified image (b) wrong following of
connect edge pixels

label. Additionally, we cannot cross to another
label pixel like the path 1 in Fig. 5 (b). Thus,
starting from a node, we can find the group of
pixels by following the connected pixel which have
the same label. And, the following is finished
when we reach another end node which include
followed edge label. Finally, these group of pixels
are composed of an edge between the two end
nodes. By this way we can define the edges of the
graph.

3 Experimental Results

The final experimental results for several images are
shown in Fig. 6. As mentioned 3.1, we used the
pyramid segmentation algorithm in the open source
computer vision library [1] for over-segmentation.
Then, we extract nodes from over-segmented image.
Fig. 6 (a) are input images. And the refined over-
segmented images are shown in Fig. 6 (b).

Node extraction results are shown in Fig. 6 (c).
The red rectangles mean nodes and the pixels be-
tween two segment is colored as black. Here, we
draw one of two adjacent edge pixel for clear visu-
alization.

The final graph generation results are shown in
Fig. 6 (d). Each edge is drawn with different ran-
dom color. The results show that the proposed
graph generation method works correctly even in
extremely complex images.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a method to gener-
ate graphs from over-segmentation results to utilize
graph-based approaches. In the generated graph,
the edges mean the groups of edge pixels which is
connected and have same adjacent segments. And,
the nodes mean the junction between the edges.

By utilizing the proposed graph, it is possible
to treat the problems about computer vision as
graph-based problems. The proposed graph has
smaller size compared to the graph generated from
the raw image, so we can reduce the computa-
tional complexity. Additionally, because proposed
graph preserve every possible way to utilize
over-segmented result, it is possible to transform
over-segmentation based strategy to graph-based
approaches. So, we can apply our proposed graph
for region detection or foreground extraction ap-
proaches by selecting the path or cycle in the graph.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 6: (a) original images (b) refined over-segmented images (c) node extraction results (d) finally
generated graphs
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